Abstract. Performance of feature extraction and representation, sticking point of image recognition task, will directly influence the accuracy of final recognition. The traditional feature extraction algorithm of vein recognition is based on the sufficient prior knowledge of analysis on vein information characteristics, the shortcoming of which reflects in long time consumption spent on tuning parameters and special selection about later classifier to guarantee the final recognition rate as high as possible. The paper makes the attempt to introduce the K-means model, single-layer feature representation architecture, to the vein recognition task with some targeted modification, and adopts the SVM at the link of classifiers design. Finally, the proposed approach is rigorously evaluated on the self-built database and achieves the state-of-the-art RR (Recognition Rate) of 98.34%, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed model.
Introduction
Vein recognition, which is not introduced until 1990 by MacGregor and Welford [1] , has become one of the most popular biometric identification methods with the advantage of unique, portable and inherent properties. The main characteristics we stress when putting vein recognition into practice not only because the vein patterns of individual is different even between identical twins [2] , but also lies in the fact that it is easy-acceptable, anti-counterfeit and also with high recognition rate.
Meeting all the requirements of biometric identification like other personal traits [3] , vein recognition is also characterized with high convenience in image acquisition and feature representation which results in wide investigation on vein information research in hand covering palm vein [4] [5] [6] , dorsal vein [7] [8] [9] and finger vein [10] . And the entire framework for the three kinds of recognition is more or less same, which covers vein image preprocessing, vein image feature extraction and representation, classifier design and vein recognition [11] . However the hand-crafted feature extraction methods of the traditional framework cannot ensure the high recognition accuracy, well robust performance, shorter time consumption to the same level. The analytical route cause is that the feature representation methods design are based on the single or mixture observation about the part of vein image information features, and it's a common sense that the proposed methods cannot achieve the stage covering all the vein information representation based on the hand-crafted feature analytical result. The major goal in machine learning is to learn deep hierarchies of features for other tasks. A typical approach taken in the literature is to use an unsupervised learning algorithm to train a model of the unlabeled data and then use the results to extract interesting features from the data [12] [13] [14] . Depending on the choice of unsupervised learning scheme, it is sometimes difficult to make these systems work well. K-means has already been identified as a successful method to learn features from images by computer vision researchers. The popular "bag of features" model [15] [16] from the computer vision community is very similar to the pipeline that we will use in this chapter, and many conclusions here are similar to those identified by vision researchers [17] [18] . So the paper introduces the K-means to realize the vein feature representation system so as to find the feature distribution without adopting hand-crafted feature as the prior knowledge, and the experimental results demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed single-layer feature learning model in solving the feature learning problem in hand vein recognition task.
Overview of Feature Learning Algorithms for Hand Vein Recognition
To well get rid of the existing problem in traditional hand vein recognition framework (as shown in Fig .1(a) ), which has the disadvantage of great redundancy and lower recognition rate according to the application demand, the paper proposes the learning feature model (as shown in Fig. 1(b) ) and designs the recognition experiment to demonstrate the necessity of introducing the learning representation theory into vein recognition experiment. [12] . The concrete step for feature learning is firstly trying to design the suitable network structure and training it from the original image pixel data with unsupervised or supervised training, and then effective representation of original pixel could be obtained in the hidden layer and the classification result could also be predicted with the structure of importing classifying module in the output layer. The main representation learning methods make up with two different kinds of structures, the first of which is single-layer based structure including K-means learning structure [13] , the SRBM(Sparse restricted Boltzmann machine) [14] etc. This kind of structure is characterized by simplicity in layer composition and has been applied into many different sorts of vision tasks [15] [16] [17] , while the other one is the deep learning structure.
Due to the data dimensionality and dispersion of vein images are both at the low level; the paper introduces the single-layer representation learning structure for the recognition experiment design. The traditional single-layer structure involves the network training and the feature extraction procedures, for the part of training process, training images are firstly processed into patches (at least 100000) and sent for the especially designed pre-process methods, and then is the selection and modification of single-layer structure for training on the image patches to learn the network weight matrix (filters), following the training step is the feature extraction part. When applied into vein image processing experiment, patches are extracted by the pre-set step rule (the size should be kept the same with the training part), and then every single patch is projected onto the format of feature vector by the learned weight matrix, and finally the vector are processed with the max pooling to get the final representation expression for the input vein images.
Patching and pre-process of vein images
The database of the paper is from [19] . Randomly select 400 images from the self-built database(a total of 500) and conduct the patching process to get the result of for each image(the concrete result of this paper is respectively about 8×8,12×12,16×16) with the expressions set as , and then before the training the single-layer network with unsupervised method, the contrast normalization and white process [13] are conducted on the patches to decrease the correlation.
(1) Contrast normalization
With the theory that structural feature is the most important and considerable feature adopted at the link of feature extraction part, so it is necessary to design the contrast normalization method to decrease the influence of the brightness feature on the feature learning set, the corresponding formula is set as follows:
(1)
The is set to avoid the situation that there exists 0 in the denominator, and the specific value is set as 0.01 to realize the noise suppression.
(2) PCA whitening Whitening, the process to decrease the redundancy, process would rich the features of the images including low correlation and same variance.
The PCA projection is introduced firstly to remove the relevancy of the data and then the scaling process on the eigenvalues factor is adopted to ensure the unit variance. Suppose the data collection of the input image patches to be (each row consists of the image patches vector), the corresponding covariance matrix could be expressed as , and then the Eigen decomposed result is that , the PCA whitening can be expressed as follow:
Weight Matrix Learning Based on the K-means Algorithm
In this part, the paper introduces the improved K-means algorithm for learning the weight matrix to realize the mapping function:
after the proposed pre-process part, the function could realize the mapping procedure from the input vein image patches to the K-dimensional feature vector . The paper defines the input vein image patches as and then is the vector quantization process to learn the dictionary with the center , the criterion of learning is shown as follows:
The expression of stands for the code vector of the input vector .The first constrain is set to guarantee the sparsity with the condition that there exists one nonzero item at most, while the second criterion is set to avoid that there exists some unexpected data with large value in the feature vectors, which is the set to realize the constrain on the dictionary, the specific solving process is according to the methods in [18] . The final process is coding on the new input vectors to get the features after getting the training dictionary:
Convolved Feature Extraction
After getting the weight matrix W by training process, the feature extraction on the new input image is conducted by the convolved operation. The specific procedure involves the following steps: Conducting the convolution operation between the new input vein image and the weight matrix W to get the feature map with the size of , and an analytical but knotty result is that the feature map, each pixel of it is represented as a K-dimensional vector, cannot be adopted directly for final feature representation with the problem of high dimensionality resulting in higher computational complexity. To decrease the dimensionality of the feature map and obtain the feature representation characterized with anti-translation, the paper proposes the theory that cutting the feature map into four same-sized patches, and then conduct the pooling operation on each patch to get the final vein image feature vector with 4K dimensionality.
Results and Discussion
During the classification procedure, the SVM classifier is firstly trained with the convolved feature vectors of the 350 training samples, and the realization of SVM is based on the Liblinear Software [20] . After obtaining the trained model, the classification experiment with the remaining samples is conducted and the specific recognition result is shown in Table 1 . Table 1 that the recognition result is directly proportional to the dimensionality of the learning feature while the size of patches has few influence on the final result. On the other hand, the classification result of feature learning-based vein recognition method is directly and greatly influenced by the size of the training and testing database, and it is illustrated [18] that the more sample of the database, the better recognition result, and the recognition result of this model and the analytical result fully demonstrates that it is necessary to try the single-layer feature learning and representation method in vein recognition experiment design.
Conclusion
To improve the recognition result from the perspective of feature learning, the paper innovatively proposes the relatively simple but effective single-layer based feature learning and representation model into the recognition experiment, and to demonstrate the effectiveness. The proposed model firstly conduct contrast normalization and PCA whitening to obtain the pre-processing input samples, followed by the feature transformation matrix learning based on K-Means strategy, and then the learned matrix dictionary is adopted to the new input vein images for feature extraction and then the SVM is realized to obtain the final state-of-the-art classification result. What's more, the paper also making detailed analysis on how to improve the recognition accuracy with the proposed feature learning model.
For future extension of our work, we are interested in trying to enrich the self-built vein database under the premise of guaranteeing the effectiveness of the captured vein images and try them on the proposed single-layer feature learning and representation model to observe the change of the recognition result, on the other hand, we are intended to introduce the deep learning architecture into the vein recognition task by making some necessary modification to it.
